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Key Message 1: Teach beyond language  不拘泥于语言
Chinese teaching in UK schools should go beyond the focus on language 
and culture. 

Key Message 2: Teach with a global vision  具备全球视野
Chinese teaching has the moral responsibility to support young British 
citizens to develop ‘Global Competence’ and a global citizen identity.

Key Message 3: Teach for the public good   提倡社会公益
Chinese teaching should contribute to the big cause of United Nation’s 
‘Sustainable Development Goals’. 

The ‘Going Global Strategy’ for Chinese: 汉语走向全球战略



□ A selection of samples

‘Traditional Language Curriculum’             ‘Top-up Global Curriculum’ 

□ A shift in thinking

‘Classroom Situational Goals’          ‘Sustainable Development Goals’

Outline of the Talk



From ‘Classroom Situational Goals’ (课堂情境目标) …

• Traditionally, language pedagogies tend to focus on ‘grammatical competence’ 
i.e. the correct and native use of language forms (e.g. pinyin, tones, characters, 
grammar, etc.)

Grammar Translation Method (语法翻译法)

Audio-lingual Method (听说领先法)

• Later pedagogies shift towards a framework embracing ‘communicative 
competence’ which focuses on meaning-focused communication-based 
teaching, alongside teaching grammar and forms 

Communicative Language Teaching (交际教学法)

Task-Based Language Teaching (任务型教学法)

What is missing in these pedagogies in the context of ‘Global Chinese’?



… to UN 2030 ‘Sustainable Development Goals’ (可持续性发展目标)



Sustainable Development Goals: Global Competence

Global competence is a multidimensional capacity.

Globally competent individuals can: 

□ examine local, global and intercultural issues, 
□ appreciate different perspectives and world views, successfully 
and respectfully with others, and 
□ take responsible action toward sustainability and collective well-
being. 

(see OECD, 2018: 2)



OECD Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) 2018

https://www.slideshare.net/OECDEDU/preparing-our-youth-for-an-inclusive-and-sustainable-world-pisa-global-competence-
framework-83939291



Vision: ‘local Chinese’          ‘global Chinese’

Goals: ‘classroom situational goals’          ‘sustainable development goals’

Focus: ‘focus-on-forms’          ‘focus-on-humanity’

Competence: ‘linguistic competence’           ‘global competence’ 

Content: ‘knowledge and grammar’            ‘values and morality’

Approach: ‘an acquisition approach’            ‘an identity approach’

The Implication of PISA 2018: A Global Vision of Chinese Teaching



• 4 UK universities, funded by AHRC Open World Research Initiative

• 34 researchers + 1 administrator
oPrincipal Investigator: Professor Wendy Ayres-Bennett

o Strand 4 Education: Strand lead: Linda Fisher, CIs: Michael Evans, Yongcan Liu

Putting the Global Vision into Practice: the MEITS Project



www.meits.org



Strand 4: Education 

‘The influence of multilingual identity on foreign language learning’

• To devise an identity-oriented intervention to help learners to improve 
motivation and achievement of language learning in school and to 
promote greater engagement with the wider world.

Classroom-based tasks for German, French and Spanish

Adapting the design principles for a ‘Top-up Global Curriculum for Chinese’



A ‘Top-up’ Global Curriculum for Chinese

The tasks are underpinned by four dimensions of global competence: 
knowledge, skills, attitudes and values. 

Knowledge: Providing world knowledge (factual)

Skill: Transforming awareness into a deeper understanding (dialogic)

Attitude: Evaluating world issues from multiple cultural perspectives (reflective)

Value: Evoking emotions and empathy (moral)



Food (GCSE Level)

• Food in general

• School meal

•Dining out 

•Healthy eating

• Eating habits

• Food and festivals



Knowledge

Traditional Language Curriculum Top-up ‘Global’ Curriculum

Chinese and western food
Eating habit (food likes and dislikes in 
different regions in China)

Extend to global food, world food 
distribution

Chinese food and festivals Extend to global food and festivals

Lifestyles (e.g. smoking, drinking wine, 
eating more vegetable & fruit, etc.)

Extend to health issues (e.g. 
malnutrition and famine caused by 
food shortage, etc.)



Skills

Traditional Language Curriculum Top-up ‘Global’ Curriculum

Naming: e.g. Dumpling, noodles, 
cake and hamburger

Naming: extend to world food

Describing: food likes / dislikes; 
tastes

Describing: extend to food distribution 
world wide (e.g. what is grown in an area)

Presenting an opinion: healthy or 
unhealthy

Presenting, justifying and challenging an 
opinion: extend to analytical 
questions(e.g. Which part of the world 
may suffer from food shortage? Why?)

Associating: extend to using knowledge 
and vocabulary of other topics to justify 
an opinion (e.g. weather)



Attitude

Traditional Language Curriculum Top-up ‘Global’ Curriculum

Focus mainly on what is food like in 
China

Extend to what is happening worldwide

Focus more on personal preference Extend to what others are experiencing



Value

Traditional Language Curriculum Top-up ‘Global’ Curriculum

Emotions, empathy and morality 

How do you feel about lack of food?

What do you think about the 
experience of the people who have no 
food?

What we can do to help with people 
with no food?



Key Message 1: Teach beyond language  不拘泥于语言

Key Message 2: Teach with a global vision  具备全球视野

Key Message 3: Teach for the public good   提倡社会公益

Conclusion

‘Top-up Global Curriculum’: Big Thinking, Small Practice



Thinking Globally, Acting Locally

A Better World Relies on You!

Thank you

Yongcan Liu
yl258@cam.ac.uk


